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The ASEAN Youth Forum (AYF) is a 

movement that represents and fights 

for the young people in ASEAN to 

voice out their concerns and strategies 

for ways to achieve a better ASEAN. 

AYF has been a platform of the youth 

in the ASEAN to raise their voice and 

claim for their rights for a sustainable, 

inclusive, people-centered, and youth-

driven regional community. The 

network aims to institutionalise and 

establish its national chapters to focus 

the engagement on important and 

timely local issues affecting the youth, 

and consolidate policy proposal and 

agenda to put forward to the relevant 

ASEAN offices.
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curatorial

We are passing through a period of rapid change, which affects 
social structures, political organizations, and the economy. The 
reaffirmation of our rights is more necessary in the fight against 
oppression in civil society and the political oppression of co-
lonialism, subsequently, for the establishment or restoration 
of democracy. Now more than ever, in our pandemic-stricken 
world, we are at our utmost creative phase, brought forth by 
both new forms of development and technologies, and our own 
state powers silencing our artistic expressions.

It has now come for artists and activists to find and forge new 
ways of resistance that will help the public understand and ad-
vocate for human rights as the foundation of a fair and just soci-
ety. A new kind of resistance that is adaptive to the needs of the 
times, one that is substantial and clever, and one that is clear, 
easy to embrace, and own. A resistance built on the disrup-
tion of old messages, bannering a challenge to the messenger 
on what lens should resistance be looked at and rooted from, 
that while it enjoys the abstraction of creative freedom, it should 
also deliver an informed and sincere narrative, both married for 
a more impactful message.

This Human Rights Day, may we not let our anxieties and fears 
from state repressions put a halt to our fight, and continue to-
wards becoming permanent features of the next generations 
futures. In all ways, in all forms, everywhere, and all the time, 
we welcome creations built from love and respect. We welcome 
the most modest to wildest manifestations of resistance.
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Towards better 
humans and 
humanity, we 
are calling the 
youth to go 
beyond just the 
right    to   express, 
and claim the 
right to create, 
disrupt, and 
resist!

Elvin Jay     
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 Inayan
  by Dixie Misty

I come to remember the lessons, beliefs, and utmost education
I come to remember your name, your story and how we proclaim validation
I come to remember writing, reading, swaying and how we create affirmation
I never came to understand myself, my culture, my heritage and my tradition

Fun is teaching your safety, washing your hands and rubbing alcohols
Fun is for once, enjoying the outside and all the birdcalls
Fun is having you go back seeking your people’s halls
Fun is——

But fun won’t be when I think of “inayan”

Inayan has came to greet me ——
To embrace death and not embrace my history, my ancestors - their plea
To embrace modernly — what cry would he plead we

Inayan for the children to forget years built
Inayan for them to not embrace thee as they come my age of guilt
Inayan for those who remembers and don’t fight
Inayan for those who came far and forgot their insight

I cling for hope
I cling for faith
I cling for words
I cling for me and you

Inayan to not express what you remember
And not seek answers for what comes by December



Unkind

I’ve never been the protes-ty kind,
The make-some-noise kind,
The I-don’t-want-to-cause-a-scene kind,
The Let’s-not-go-there or do that kind,
They will arrest us,
They will hurt us,
They will kill us
Kind.

Someone told me that it was okay to be dumb,
But never unkind.
She said as long as I treated everyone with respect and
kindness,
I would be nice.
But niceties became synonymous with submission,
And submission with acquisition,
Acquisition with dissociation.
’Till matter never mattered.

Do you think they’re kind when they make speeches?
Do you think they are kind when they create policies?
Do you think they are kind when they manufacture stunts and
jumps,
Going through hoops and loops,
Handcrafted and made by,
People that have fought and survived to keep their remains
alive?
Why are they unkind?
Can I be unkind?

 
 Unkind
  by Davina Anne Rajah
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the world is ending.
not in flames or a cacophony of screams,
but in a silence that threatened
to choke the Earth. it ended in white, blinding,
sterile, and gleaming like porcelain.

the world has ended, they say,
but the world has ended before
& each time it ripped itself apart before
stitching it back together, two messy halves of
something never meant to be whole.

so tear it apart
  cut in clean
like a knife
      cutting
     into an apple

we are singing a new song &
we will sing until you’re so sick of hearing it
that you can’t help but hum along.

i’ll uproot you with gentle, savage, hands

palm
       touching
                      soil

Here lies an apple seed:

in the hopes that one day, we won’t serve
apple pie at the end of the world.

 
Apple pie at the end of the world
  by Bianca Raymundo



I NDONES IAN  STREET  ART IST  &   PERFORMER

DUR ING  THE  PANDEM IC

P h o t o  b y :  D i s y a  S h a l i h a

Indonesian Street Artist & 

Performer During The pandemic   

Disya Shaliha
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Alfi Rohmawati Flashback
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Joyce C Pause
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Reject Military Coup
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Anonymous
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let it rage 
by CJ rosales

the cracks on the pavement  
went unnoticed  
for far too long. 
the sky still burns bright red 
and the people lay still, unmoving. 
as children, we were often told 
to keep quiet — 
too young to have an opinion. 
but the stench of blood lingers 
even as you slumber. 
it haunts you in your dreams, 
how this never-ending war 
ceaselessly thieves 
on the innocents, 

the powerless. 
you stop pretending to be numb. 
you finally go out to the streets, 
wielding your own armor. 
every brush stroke — a battlecry. 

every word — a gospel.  they seep through every nook and cranny,  awakening every sleeping heart and soul.  and i think you’ve always known: there are fires crackling within each of us,  untamed lions within our ribcage,  never wavering, nor succumbing to fright. when the time is right,  spill the last of your ink onto the page.   
— and don’t hold back. let it rage.  
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a metaphor for 

rendezvous 1-2 @rahmisme
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Dare to Begin
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Anonymous
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Title: Seed of Words 
Content: 

The land turning now into thirsty and hungry.
Look above! Maggots keep dancing in the air.
The surrounding are full of faces of pity.
It splattered the monochrome face of the unfair.

Spread it! The seed of miracle for salvation.
Plant it already! Witness now the devotion.
You can sprinkle it with your soul for glory; 
The rare cure for every human sanity.

The land slowly turning to a colorful garden.
Look everywhere! The seed that heal human being.
The surrounding shouting life without burden,
While whispering the life of being fair.

I am planting through splitting every words,
That can be a shield for every raindrops of sword,
This is the real gift I can offer to future generation,
To avoid misleading assassination. 

 
 Seed of Words
  by Anonymous
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“น้ําตา ความฝัน ความหมาย และสายฝน” 
โดย รินศรัทธา กาญจนวตี กวตีาบอด

 
Tears, Dreams, Meaning, and Rain

 
by A blind poet: Rinsatta Karnjanawati

 
ดอกแก�วหลัง่น้ําตา Orange jasmine is crying

 
ขณะนกกว ีwhile a poet bird

 
บินผ� านไปสู� ดาวดวงอืน่ is flying to another planet.

 
รถบันทุกศพ A funeral car

 
บัดน้ีบรรจุความฝันของหญิงสาวอยู� เต็ม carries a girl’s dream

 
ค�อยแล�นเคลือ่นกลับสู� อดีตกาล driving to the past.

 
คนจรเป� าขลุ�ย A stranger plays a flute

 
เพือ่ส่ือสารกับความหมายของรวงข�าว talking to the ear of rice

 
และขนสีขาวของนกเสรีตัวน้ัน and white feather of that free bird.

 
เด็กหญิงหัวเราะ A girl laughs

 
ขณะฝนตกลงมาเป็นดอกไม� while flower rain from the sky

 
ในจินตนาการ in her imagination.

 



Liberation



KJ





Naj Barrios Contemporary Bayani



Red       Flags

When I had my first period I thought I shat my pants. Maybe it was the Milo 

making a statement that I shouldn’t try to outrun the boys during PE and 

instead out-twist the girls in hula. I was 11. What do I know about lactose 

intolerance? My underwear was dark red and so was the blood rushing to 

my face when I called my sister in the dark. She came up and the darkness 

became light with a flick on a switch and a pad disassembly lesson. 

Congratulations, she said. You’re now subscribed to a life long package of 

cramps. I heard God laughing at me on 

that April Fool’s.

Maybe it was a joke when Eve was 

condemned to bleed and childbirth agony 

for snacking on an apple. There were 

no doctors to turn away but there were 

covenants to turn into books lost in 

translation from one man to another 

on how a woman could fall from 

his side to the underside of his 

rugs hiding scandals from stone 

casting brothers. That joke 

became a pathway they couldn’t stray or question so they levelled 

temples for their highways lest they step into the wilderness of 

Red     

  

Flags

Red     

  

Flags



epiphanies so dense they’d wander but someone once said you got to be lost 

to be found but I guess they’d rather keep their eyes closed than be found 

with blood on their hands.

Their rural ways leached into urban lives, a living shadow marking girls sitting 

in the back or eating in unlit classrooms on Ramadan to be poked, swabbed, 

groped like livestock to prove they’re second grade to join the masquerade 

of holiness singing God while scorning His gift of fertility so many are quick 

to think it’s food until it bites back so they put a leash and muzzle it until 

domestication becomes a haunted house for the voices creaking its cellars 

on a windy day soon to become a tempest whipping red flags of a rebellion 

dressed in floral motif kebayas.

How peonies and chrysanthemums could dishonour women 

any better than disrobing them in podcasts nobody knows 

except the envious old wives vexing their lusty husbands 

could be having desires over a folded piece of cotton. How 

fast they’ve forgotten the bottled witchcraft claimed to restore 

virility and virginity.

23 days a month we’re sought for our wombs to carry lives or 

cementing broken vows but for 7 hormonal raging days a single 

contact with our blood is a scourge befalling 10 years of bad luck 

on men as if theirs could ever be worse than the ones having to grow up 

wishing their bodies wouldn’t leave a trail for the bloodhounds to find. But 

if all it takes is a few more decades of lawsuits and insults to put an end to 

this assault on womanhood, by all means, pad up with pride.

Alison Liew 
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Unlimited Free
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Jihan Anggita Putri 
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AnjellaPaaralan, 

Karapatan
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by Alycia Catelyn

Someone asked me once in Quora
“is it racist to not care about racism?”. 

And to me, the answer is pretty simple.

Silence is agreement. 

Even Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. once said 
“There comes a time when silence is betrayal”

Racism is dangerous. Throughtout the year, 
it has generate horrible effects on people 
of colour today. If you see racism in front of 
your eyes, don’t just stand there, help them, 
show them that you care. 

Staying silent is never the answer.

You only have real control over you. So if we 
want to stop racism stop it within ourselves 
and then set a positive example for others by 
our actions.
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“May lulubog, may lilitaw”
by Rexor

Maraming pangit at magandang pagbabago ang 
dinala ng modernong panahon sa teritoryo ni 
Gaaman. 

Sa isang banda, kaakibat ng industriyalisasyon 
ang walang katapusang basura at polusyong nag-
papalabo sa mga ilog at dalampasigan. Mga tuma-
pong langis na nagpapadulas sa mga batuhan, at 
nagpapalagkit sa buhok nya’t ng mga kauri nya.

Pero sa isang parte, napadali ng modernong 
panahon ang buhay nilang mga sirena. Hindi na 
nila pinangangambahang mamataan dahil kahit 
pumaibabaw man sila sa tubig ay hindi na rin 
sila maaninag sa sobrang dumi nito. Hindi na 
nila kailangang humabol ng mga isda dahil kusa 
nang pumupunta sa kailaliman ang mga ito dahil 
mismong mga isda’y di na masikmura ang tubig sa 
ibabaw ng dagat.

Ngunit ang pinakamalaking pagbabago, para kay 
Gaaman, ay ang kawalan ng pangangailang mangra-
huyo ng mga mangingisda. Bakit pa nga naman sila 
maghihirap umawit at mang akit kung kusa nang 
nagtatapon ng bangkay sa ilog at dagat ang mga 
tao?

Nitong nakaraang buwan lang, tatlong binatilyo 
ang namataan nilang lumulutang sa ilog. Pinaan-
od ni Gaaman ang mga katawan papuntang sibil-
isasyon.

Kahit naman ata hindi sila maituturing na tao, 
hindi rin naman sila ganoon kahayop para makiisa 
sa pagpatay sa mga inosente.

Ang ganong gawain ay iniiwan na ni Gaaman sa mga 
buwaya.
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“What sinks, floats”
by Rexor 

The modern times brought a lot of changes to Gaaman’s 
territory; both good ones and bad ones.

On one hand, industrialization brought forth an un-
ending barrage of garbage and pollution that has con-
taminated the rivers and seas. Oil spills that made 
the rocks too slippery to lounge on,  and has made the 
Siren’s hair sticky and gross.

On the other hand, the modern days also made life 
easier for merpeople like her. They do not fear hu-
man sightings anymore; the waterways have turned so 
dark that nobody can see them even if they resurface. 
Gone are the days where they race to find fishes. The 
water has become so befouled that the fishes swim 
downwards, trying to reach the cleanest waters they 
could find.

But the biggest change of all, in Gaaman’s opinion, 
is the absence of the need to lure fishermen to the 
depths of the sea. Why would they waste their voic-
es and illusions, when the humans willingly throw 
corpses and bodies in the rivers and seas?

Just last month, the bodies of three boys where found 
floating in the river. Gaaman guided the bodies to-
wards the nearest civilization.

Of course Gaaman’s kind have no claim to humani-
ty, but even far from it they might be, they are not 
mindless beasts to participate in the killings of the 
innocents. 

That type of sadistic brutality, Gaaman leaves to the 
crocs.
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Now have a look at Figure One. 
As you can see, it is the flag 
of the UK. Anyone know 

what “UK” stands for, by the way? United 
Kingdom? Pfft, no—that’s what they want 
you to think, though. It actually stands for 
Unlimited Killing.

All right, back to the flag. The lines 
all over it represent the crosses of Saints 
George, Andrew and Patrick. Sturdy 
structures, they are. Not only did they hold 
two out of three of these men, but also one 
million of us. Can you imagine that: all 
those bodies bleeding out and turning into 
ghosts, resulting in this vibrant red and 
pretty white here? 

Wait, sorry; I meant two million. Never 
mind—three million. It’s impossible to 
know, really. Or rather, we stopped bother-
ing to count.

The dark blue, however, is what I actu-
ally wanted to discuss. Beautiful symbol-
ism. It represents the night sky. The sun 
never sets on the British Empire, did you 
know that? How were they able to manage 
this, you ask? Well, by setting the Red sun 
here, the star that was meant to guide 
us to the promised land where we would 

Subject: English as a Foreign Language; 
Unit: Introduction to English Culture

by Sofia Tantono
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never have to toil for milk and honey. Rule 
number one of dealing with a bad breakup: 
if you can’t have her, destroy her.

Our sky was this shade of blue for 31 
years, says history. I don’t quite agree: it’s 
still the same colour today.

The Britons are known as a polite 
people from a nation of manners and 
decorum. I can’t argue with that—they are 
polite, polite enough to have our own men 
do their butchering so they can sit back-
and have their tea while coming up with 
witty comparisons between natives and 
monkeys, shooting the quips out in their 
clipped voices like our reactionaries fired 
bullets into their own men and women. No 
stain, no crime. Smart as the clothes you’d 
wear to meet the Queen.

Okay, class, that’s enough for today. 
Do you all remember our previous lesson 
on common English expressions? I hope 
so, because it has to do with your home-
work, which is to talk to a British person 
about what we discussed today until they 
say a phrase you should be familiar with: 
I’m sorry. It’d be good for practising your 
speaking.
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Kita Sang Pemilik Kendali
by Ustufia

Kita sama-sama berlari 
Berusaha keras menjinakkan digitalisasi
Yang pincang ikut serta
Termasuk sesiapa yang tidak tahu apa-apa

Manusia ditantang menjadi pengendali
Disrupsi besar-besaran terus terjadi 
Kalah saing bukan pilihan 
Setiap orang mendamba kemenangan 

Kita terus membaca tanda-tanda
Pemahaman berubah-ubah di kepala
Oh, begini yang seharusnya
Tidak tidak, ternyata begini cara mainnya
Arus yang datang meringkas adaptasi yang dikira panjang

Manusia-manusia ber-ide gila datang membawa warna
Mereka tumpah pada kanvas-kanvas media
Bijaksana menjadi modal utama 
Setelah kreativitas yang harus diberi gema

Di dunia tanpa sekat
Kita ditantang menyebarkan manfaat
Membenahi pola pikir nirempati
Menyulam benang resistensi dengan hati-hati
Merayakan kebebasan dengan karya penuh esensi

Nafas kemanusiaan adalah hal paling menentukan 
Apakah peluh kita berterima
Atau kita terlalu membusungkan dada hingga terlena? 
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Hey, kita adalah manusia
Yang harus terus menjadi manusia
Yang melihat manusia lain sebagai manusia
Lintas masa, lintas era

Semoga langkah kita berterima
Semoga

The title of the poem is “Kita Sang Pemilik Kendali” or in English it means “We are 
the controllers”. This poem written in Bahasa Indonesia that poetically describes 
how we keep trying to build up our resistance in disruptive era by enhancing our 
creativity and the sense of humanity as well. We experienced such kind of adjust-
ment and re-concepting the advantages of living in this disruptive era. The main 
message of this quite long poem is there is a need to go through this era by holding 
each other hand to keep in the best track and promoting the better world for all 
human beings.
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Lumina
Just a Human
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Randy FebrianBeyond the time
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The Internet Farm 1 - 3

Mac Andre Arboleda
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A Man of bouquet  

GabrielRowel 
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The world we walk in are full of fools 
I, for one, is a living unworthy example 
everyday I seek for justice for the agony I gained 
and for the eagerness for revenge I bottled. 
If one had tried to cut my skin 
I opted to leave them some bruises 
like I was a hungry chained mutt 
who never chews his pride and afraid of losses. 
If one choked me to death  
I would’ve buried him six feet under with me 
chant toxic melodies with a broken orchestra 
let him stumble alone like counting 1 to 3. 
If one stabbed me with agonistic phrases 
I would’ve compensated with knives of insults  
throw him the same stone he’d thrown 
then we’ll be like babies although we’re adults. 
If one trampled my path to the top  
I could’ve done the same thing to him  
as I was too thirsty for recognition 
but truth be told, it isn’t as important as it seems. 
I was stuck in a grievous mindset  
where totems tell me to reciprocate the pain 
yet it did me dirty and left rubbish marks  
as it only made me and my foe the same. 
Like a wheel going round and round 
I was a cure but I became bad for my health 
I became the monster I once feared 
thus, history repeated itself. 
Told myself loads of times  
that he deserves to rot in the flames of hell 
but doing the same thing he did only made me   
deserving to suffer the same punishment as well.

Öga for öga (Eye for eye) 
by Bryan G. Fernandez II
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Sebuah Tulisan untuk Perlawanan yang Tak Pernah Padam
A Writing for the Undying Resistance
By Muhammad Luthfi Adnan

 “I am in the world of shit!”

From Gomer Pyle in Full Metal Jacket (1987)

Ini jelas bukan dunia yang terbaik, namun kita memiliki imaji akan 
sebuah hidup yang lebih baik.  Mungkin kita memang tak pernah bisa 
menjadikan bumi ini sebagai utopia, sebuah kehidupan yang sempur-
na bagi semua orang. Namun, kita masih bisa menjadikan bumi se-
bagai tempat hidup yang lebih baik.

This is not the best form of the world, but we have images of a better life. May-
be we can never make this earth a utopia, a perfect life for everyone. However, 
we can still make the earth a better place to live.

Kita, sebagai generasi muda, menghadapi dunia yang sering kali 
mengecewakan kita. Rasisme, ketidakadilan, ketimpangan, dan dis-
paritas akan selalu ada dalam berbagai segi kehidupan yang kita hada-
pi. Kita, generasi muda, bukan hanya dibayangi oleh bayang-bayang 
generasi sebelumnya, tetapi juga dunia yang semakin tidak aman di 
depan kita.

We, as youth people, face a world that often disappoints us. Racism, injustice, 
inequality, and disparity will always exist in various aspects of life that we 
face. We, the younger generation, are not only overshadowed by the shadows 
of the previous generation, but also an increasingly insecure world in front of 
us.
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Mereka akan selalu memandang rendah diri kita. Tak berpengala-
man, tak berpengetahuan, tak beradab, dan sebagainya. Mereka seak-
an lupa bahwa merekalah yang menciptakan dunia seperti ini. Dan 
kita ingin mengubahnya menjadi tempat tinggal yang lebih baik.

They will always look down on us. Inexperienced, uninformed, uncivilized, 
and so on. They seem to forget that they are the ones who created the world 
like this. And we want to turn it into a better place to live.

Kita bukanlah generasi terdahulu karena kita menghadapi zaman 
yang berbeda. Kita bergerak dengan melintasi ruang dan waktu. Kita 
akan memanfaatkan media sosial untuk bersuara. Kita akan menja-
di dunia maya sebagai tempat berekspresi ketika tak ada lagi tempat 
yang aman di dunia nyata.

We are not the previous generation because we are facing a different era. We 
move through space and time. We will use social media to speak up. We will 
become a virtual world as a place of expression when there is no longer a safe 
place in the real world.

Perjuangan kita masih panjang. Kita akan menghadapi berbagai tan-
tangan untuk memperjuangkan suara kita. Walau begitu di dunia 
seperti inilah kita, sebagaimana yang dikatakan Leto Atraides, “Here 
I am, Here I remain”.

Our struggle is still long. We will face various challenges to fight for our voice. 
However, in a world like this, we are, as Leto Atreides said, “Here I am, Here 
I remain”. 
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Poetry Submission
Theme / Prompt: Creative & Disruptive Resistance

| Dare the vengeance |

I’m plotting a vengeance,
Over against the insignificance,

Whom evermore role the nonchalance,
F*** you off all the irrelevance,
You cannot fool the omniscient.

Thus,
I’m plotting a vengeance,

A plot with a variance,
Filled with bloody incidents,

Dare to think of the consequence,
Play it freaking Harley perseverance,

Chanting the rejuvenescence.

A torment for a torment,
That typical counterbalance.

I play it mighty divergent,
I take intolerance.

Thus,
I plot it a deadly inconvenience.

Just for reassurance,
That,

This is not a happy mispronunciation.

I Dare the vengeace
by Fardiahtul Adila
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Echo Marav Pitik-Bulag sa 2022
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Ivy Universe Baldoza & 
Oradol Kaewprasert  

Strange Horses

and Their

Stripes
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ခေတ်
 
(၁)

ခေတ်ဟာ သူသွားနိုင်

သလောက်

တွားသွား နေတဲ့အချိန်

၂၀ ရာစုဟာ သေနတ်သံ

ဗုံးကြဲသံတွေနဲ့အတူ

ဘွားခနဲ ပေါ်လာပြန်

တယ်။ 

(၂)

ငါစုပ်ထုတ်လိုက်တဲ့ ခရုခွံ

ကြီးထဲမှာ

သေနတ်သံပါတယ်

ဗုံးကြဲလေယာဉ် ပါတယ်

နောက် ဒီခေတ်ရဲ့ 

တတ်နိုင်သလောက်

အတောက်ပဆုံး ပိုးဖလံ

လေးတွေလည်း ပါရဲ့။

(၃)

ခေတ်ဆိုးကြီးဟာ ပိုးဟပ်

ကောင်တွေပဲ

ငါနင်းသတ်ဖို့ ကြိုးစားနေ

တဲ့အချိန်

သူက ငါ့အိမ်ပေါ်ရောင်

နှင့်နေပြီ။

(၄)

ငါ့ကိုယ်ငါ သတ်သေဖို့

ကြိုးစားကြည့်တယ်

ဒါပေမယ့် ခေတ်ဆိုးကြီး

က ခွင့်မပြုဘူး

သူက မာဆလာ မှုန့်လေ

ငါ့နှာခေါင်းကို 

ကောင်းကောင်းကြီး 

ဒုက္ခပေးပစ်ဖို့

ကြံစည်ထားပုံရတယ်။

(၅)

ရှေ့ကိုတည့်တည့် 

လျှောက်နေတဲ့အချိန်

ကိုယ့်ရဲ့ တန်ဖိုးကြီး အရာ

တစ်ခုခု 

ကျကျန်ခဲ့မှာ စိုးတဲ့စိတ်နဲ့ 

ခေတ်ကို 

နောက်ပြန်လှည့်ကြည့်

ရတယ်

ဉပမာ- ငါ့ရဲ့ချစ်မြတ်နိုး

သူ တစ်ယောက်ယောက်

ပေါ့။
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Era
by SENG TU

(1)
When the era is crawling as far as he can go,
With the sounds of bomb and gunfire
The 20th century is suddenly reappeared 

(2)
In the snail shell that I sucked out
There is a gunshot
There is bomber
And there is a tinny moth 

(3)
The bad age is cockroaches 
When I am trying to trample
He is already on my house

(4)
I try to kill myself 
But bad age doesn’t allow it
He is Masala powder
To hurt my nose badly,
He seems to have been planned

(5)
When walking straight ahead
Fear of being left behind something valuable of 
mine,
I have to look back
For example- someone I love.

Adammaw
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Alfi Rohmawati | Indonesia

Alycia Catelyn | Indonesia

Alison Liew | Malaysia

Anjella | Philippines

Instagram: @alfirohmawati_

A coffee and milk tea lover. 19 years old. Loves 
reading, writing, listening to music, and watching 
true crime documentaries. Took a major in 
Journalism. I want to be a journalist because I want 
to uncover the truth in all areas of society, and 
most importantly, spark a change.

I’m 24y/o software developer who loves writing 
poems about LGBTQ+, social movements, politics 
and personal anecdotes. On days I’m not writing 
another piece for Yuwana or contests elsewhere, I’ll 
be jamming to girl in red on my guitar.

Hi, I’m Anjella! I’m a 19-year-old student from 
Malabon City, currently studying Fine Arts at 
University of the East - Caloocan, a youth volunteer, 
and an artist advocate. I believe that art is the 
consciousness of the human essence, being the 
other who transcends luminosity unto others.
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Bianca Raymundo | The Philippines

Bianca Raymundo is a junior STEM high school 
student who is an avid reader and a passionate 
advocate for mental health awareness, intersectional 
feminism, and LGBTQ+ rights. In her spare time, 
she volunteers for youth organisations and plays the 
guitar.

Ariel Ramadhan | Indonesia

Bryan G. Fernandez II | The Philippines

Bryan G. Fernandez II, a young aspirant from Cebu, is a 
communication student who usually writes not for the 
main purpose of competing but for the sake of leisure 
and expression. He is dedicated to understand the vast 
and galvanic terrain of poetry by venturing diverse 
themes. At times, he considers writing either a way 
of escaping what reality holds or to commemorate a 
feeling and experience that he feels will inspire others 
or give them a bucketful of reasons to continue writing 
their own life story.

CEM | Indonesia

CEM is a woman human rights defender, interest with 
social and political issue, and recently affords legal 
aid for the vulnerable and minority groups

I am currently in college, taking up the course of 
Psychology. i advocate greatly about the importance 
of mental health, press freedom, and the importance 
of empowering victims of sexual assault, women and 
children. i am a journalist and an artist at heart — a 
writer, painter, and songwriter. 

ig: personal account (@_cjrosales) / art account 
(illusionworker) twitter: sejirsls
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Davina Anne Rajah | Malaysia

Davina Anne Rajah is currently an undergraduate 
student at Universiti Malaya pursuing a Bachelor of 
Education. In her free time, she is a podcast host 
of an education-based podcast called Schooling, 
The Podcast. When she has downtime, she enjoys a 
casual grocery shop and an occasional cup of tea. 
Feel free to connect with her at Instagram at 
@davdavina or on LinkedIn or Facebook under 
Davina Anne.

CJ Rosales | Philippines

I am currently in college, taking up the course of 
Psychology. i advocate greatly about the importance 
of mental health, press freedom, and the importance 
of empowering victims of sexual assault, women and 
children. i am a journalist and an artist at heart — a 
writer, painter, and songwriter. 

ig: personal account (@_cjrosales) / art account 
(illusionworker)
twitter: sejirsls

Dewa Kresnanta | Indonesia

Hello! I’m Kresnanta from Bali, Indonesia. A random 
foodie guy who loves to take pictures, based on 
mood. Getting my interests and experiences in 
the field of photography, visual storytelling, also 
traveling, lead me into a passionate and hardworking 
person. Currently on my second year in university. 
Check out my other works on my Instagram 
@kresnanta.
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Dian Palupi | Indonesia

My name is Dian, an art academic and now working 
as an art consultant and also working on a youth 
project that understands the practice of tolerance, 
gender equality, and social inclusion through an 
artistic approach. follow my activities through on my 
instagram accounts @didididian_25.

Disya Shaliha | Indonesia

Hi! I’m Disya, a Journalism Student at Universitas 
Multimedia Nusantara. Well, I’m also a part-time 
internet geek, full-time cat slave. I love to watch 
documentaries, listen to classic rock, read non-fiction 
books, collect memes, watch the same movies over 
and over again and find random useless interesting 
things on the internet.
If you want to get to know more about me, feel free 
to connect with me on my Instagram @disyashaliha, 
I love talking to new people.

Dixie Misty | Philippines

I am a local of Sagada, Mountain Province, 
Philippines. I’ve been writing poems and short stories 
on mental health and about forgetting heritage, as 
my generation in town starts to give less attention 
to our cultural heritage. Hence, I am a part of the 
Indigenous People and to see people suffer from 
being in the Indigenous community and not being 
able to express themselves because of the group 
they belong gives me more strength to put works on 
social media for awareness. I firmly believe that we 
don’t deserve such treatment just for being a part of 
a tribe.
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Echo Marav | Philippines

Fardiahtul Adila | Malaysia

Fardiahtul Adila | Malaysia

Echo Marav is a visual artist based from the 
Philippines. He expresses his feelings and his point 
of view through his colorful and vibrant artworks, 
that tells about the ‘true colors’ of these arbitrary 
events which are something political, social, and a bit 
personal.

Hi ~ I’m a soon to be software developer, currently 
full time student, part time writer, all night reader, 
and all the time useless and worthless being. <3
 ig: cumapatung

Rowel Gabriel R. Mirador. A visual artist from the 
Philippines. I always love to do arts it is my stress 
reliever. I also do dancing because I always dream to 
become an idol. I dream to be on stage performing or 
showcasing the talent that god given to me. I also do 
cooking.

GabrielRowel | Philippines

Rowel Gabriel R. Mirador. A visual artist from the 
Philippines. I always love to do arts it is my stress 
reliever. I also do dancing because I always dream to 
become an idol. I dream to be on stage performing or 
showcasing the talent that god given to me. I also do 
cooking.
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Gail Glorioso | Philippines

Ivy Universe Baldoza & Oradol Kaewprasert | 
Philippines and Thailand

Jihan Anggita Putri | Indonesia

Gail Glorioso is young aspirant from the Philippines. 
She is currently an undergraduate finishing her 
degree in a business related course. In her free 
time, she researches and is most interested in global 
issues and politics. She is also interested in arts, 
language, and literatures.

Universe Baldoza is a filmmaker and video artist from 
the Philippines. She studied film at the Mowelfund 
Film Institute. She was a participant in the Berlinale 
Talents Germany and was selected for the Script 
Station in 2008 and the Doc Station 2014. Her works 
have been featured at Sharjah Art Biennale 10 
(Sharjah, 2011), Modes of Liaisons (Bangkok, 2017), 
Almost There (Manila, 2017), Instrumenta Media Art 
Jakarta (2018) and Les Irrecuperables Independent 
Moving Image Festival (Paris, 2018).

People know me as Jihan Anggita Putri. I live in 
West Jakarta. I like photography, art, poem, etc. I 
am scholarship hunter. One day, I’ll be a student 
at overseas university. Follow my IG : @jihanap19 and 
subscribe my YouTube channel : Jihan Anggita Putri.
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Joyce C. | Philippines

Juan Ramadhani | Indonesia

Karminn C.D. Daytec Yañgot | The 
Philippines

Joyce is currently in her Third-Year taking up Fine arts 
Major in Visual Communication from UE-Caloocan. 
She is also a member of Buklod Sining Org. that 
influences her to make art for social change. Her art 
focuses more on expressing emotions with a slice of 
life from the people that inspired her to create.

Juan Rasul Ramadhani was born in Jakarta on 
December 9, 1999. He is studying at Yogyakarta 
State University majoring in fine arts education. 
Explore the medium of two-dimensional art ranging 
from canvas, digital, animation, to responding 
to objects around. Love the spectacle of animal 
coverage from childhood, making concern for 
its habitat which is increasingly displaced by 
settlements and human gardening land. Make 
animals as the main foundation in the work. Here’s 
my Instagram @juanrmdn

Karminn is a revolution waiting to happen. She is a 
young, indigenous woman who is an anthropologist 
by passion and a development worker by profession. 
She uses what little wisdom and experience she has 
to amplify the voices of indigenous peoples and other 
peoples from the margins.
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KJ | Philippines

Mac Andre Arboleda | The Philippines

Lumina | Myanmar

Hello there, I like to go by the name KJ instead of 
my usual name. I I had to take a break from my “art’ 
due to some familial constraints. But once I started 
again, I realized that this is the only way I can shut 
my brain off long enough for me to create anything 
out of nothing, and to make it mean something. I’ve 
had troubles about my work, life in general (paying 
the bills and whatnot), and even with my mental 
health and other people’s prejudices. I’m just here 
trying to get by, but at least I’m still trying. Hope 
to do more projects soon! You can look through my 
previous ones through the links below, or even if you 
just wanna talk about commissions and collabs (or 
anything really, feel free to chat =) ).
Instagram: @fourthwallbreakdown
Twitter: @FourthwallB
Ko-Fi: https://ko-fi.com/fourthwallbreakdown

Mac Andre Arboleda is an artist interested in 
exploring the sickness of the Internet through 
research and dialogue, art and text, and organizing 
and publishing. He is the Founding President of the 
UP Internet Freedom Network, an alliance of students 
and volunteers advocating for digital rights in the 
Philippines and beyond. He is also Co-founder and 
Project Lead of the Artists For Digital Rights Network, 
a cross-regional alliance of artists in the Philippines, 
Indonesia, and beyond.

Just a human
instagram.com/pieces_of_lumina/
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Muhammad Luthfi Adnan | Indonesia

Naj Barrios | The Philippines

Randy Febrian | Indonesia

Rexor | The Philippines

The author is a medical student who also often 
spends his time watching old movies, football fans, 
and reading books. But apart from that, the writer is 
just a man who, like the lyric from the ending song 
of The Searcher (1956), is “searching peace of mind, 
way out there even though only God knows where”

Naj is a BA Film graduate from the University of the 
Philippines Diliman. Growing up with her mom in 
Muscat, Oman, stories of women and OFWs have 
greatly inspired her works. She creates compelling 
narratives for women and children, tackling 
marginalized experiences both through documentary 
and animated forms.

A reckless and naive 19 y.o collage student majored 
in Law school from University of Tanjungpura. I put 
alot of interest on the dynamics of armed conflict 
and humanitarian law. Im also a big fan of sci fi 
genre either in a form of novel, movie, or game. i’d 
love to make a new acquaintances and experiences 
throughout my youth. If you like to know me more 
you can follow my IG account by the name ranf_722

Rexor is an Interdisciplinary artist currently 
residing in Pampanga, who is advocating for social 
responsibility through her works. Be it stories, films, 
or visual works, the central theme of her work has 
always been to promote the seeking and retelling of 
truths, no matter how sordid and unforgiving those 
truths may be. 
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Rinsatta Karnjanawati | Thailand

Ustufia | Indonesia

Sofia Tantono | Indonesia

Rinsatta Karnjanawati or Hatairatt Jaturawatana, is 
a blind Thai poet. Her poems and short stories were 
published in numbers of books and magazines and 
won many awards in Thailand. In 2019 her book, 
Every Clear Moments that Touch Your Heart: Poems 
from Me . . . a Poet without Sight (March 2019) (“ทุก
ขณะกระจ่างชัดสัมผัสใจ” กวีนิพนธ์จากฉัน..ผู้ไร้ดวงตา), is short 
listed, Southeast Asian Writers Award (The S.E.A. 
Write Award).

I am Ustufiarrizqi. A poetry-loving girl from Indonesia 
who tries to elegantly shout out my own fear and 
anxiety about anything by a poem that expected to 
touch others heart. I am working on gender, social, 
and education issues. I love sharing my thoughts 
about them and doing such kind of volunteer 
activities related to those issues. In my twenties, 
hopefully, God guides me to explore my potentials 
for the seek of being beneficial for my society.

Sofia Tantono is an Indonesia-based writer and 
curator whose work has appeared in Anak Sastra, 
Yuwana Zine (whose fifth issue she curated), 
Klandestin and the Artists for Digital Rights 
Network’s debut publication, Counter-Narratives; 
it is forthcoming in Samjoko. Recently, she has 
been accepted to write for her university’s English 
department’s magazine. She can be found on Instagram 
@sofias.writing and her blog https://sofiatantono.
wordpress.com/.
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Seng Tu |  Myanmar

@rahmisme | Indonesia

Anonymous | Philippines

Anonymous | Myanmar

I’m Seng Tu and Kachin ethnic who dwell in Myanmar. 
I write poem and novel. I’m working at local non-
profit organization in Open Society Myanmar project 
in Kachin State.

A fan of kurt vonnegurt and GMB Akash, interested 
in installation art and aroid plants, and a beachgoer 
who wishes to install telescopes in rural areas where 
people can access to observe the stars and universe

I’m a milady who use unknown as her pseudonym 
and currently taking BSED major in English. I’m 
joining various online contest since year 2018 and 
I already have 2 anthology books which my work 
included. Also, at my young age I always wanted to 
use words to voice out my opinions with different 
problems that our world facing. 

Wattpad account: @Queen_Supremo 
Instagram Account: @poetic_unknown

One young Karen-Burmese girl who can’t stand 
inhuman and degrading conditions of the dictators.
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We, the youth of 
Southeast Asia, value 
morals that advance 
human dignity, justice, 
democracy, freedom, 
and peace. We shall 
cooperate in promising 
a future where 
empathy, respect, 
individuality, and 
inclusivity stand as 
principal foundations 
for building better 
Southeast Asian 
communities.

“
“


